
Message from the Rector 

 

Dear People of God, 

As a little child I liked water, but only shallow water. I was afraid of the 

deep water until I learned to swim in second grade. Until then, I would always 

stay in the shallow side of the pool, knowing that to venture into deep water was 

unsafe for me. My friends would try to convince me that the deep water was fine, 

but I stayed in the shallow side, comfortable and feeling in control.   

Some people stay in the shallow side of the pool called life – afraid to risk 

venturing into deep water, afraid to trust themselves or God enough, afraid of 

relationships (especially closeness) and afraid of rejection or failure. Sometimes, 

we can distract ourselves with many tasks as a way of not dealing with the deep 

waters called life. Sometimes we need to tread water for a while before we can 

move ahead – for growth occurs in stages. But move ahead we must.  

In John’s Gospel, the Lord Jesus says, “Do not let your hearts be troubled. 

You have faith in God – have faith in me.” Easy for Him to say, you might be 

thinking. He was God. Me, I’m just me, standing where I stand, facing the 

challenges I face, knowing the rejection I know. How difficult these words become 

when our hearts are troubled and we are shrouded in suffering and mystery. Our 

question becomes Thomas’ question, “Master, we do not know where you are 

going – how can we know the way?” 

Consider the young person who wonders why their parent is not available 

in their time of need. Consider the family member who wonders why the 

alcoholic refuses help. Consider the friend who freely gives only to be used and 

then degraded. Consider the elderly person in a nursing home who feels 

abandoned and wonders if they are still lovable. Consider the young woman 

contemplating an abortion or divorce. People asking, “How much longer God with 

COVID-19?” 

Jesus comes to each of us as he came to the disciples and says, “I am with 

you – trust me. I love you. Come to me.” But what does this mean? How can I 

know what the Lord asks of me? Why does it hurt so very much to trust?” 



 

Helen Keller once wrote, “I have four things to learn in life. First, to think 

clearly without hurry or confusion; secondly, to love everybody sincerely; thirdly, 

to act in everything with the highest motives; and finally, to trust in God without 

hesitation.” Helen Keller was a very wise woman. 

Yet, even in our most earnest efforts to gain wisdom and to love, we can 

find ourselves reacting as Thomas did. We do not know the way, and we do not 

seem to be able to see beyond the tip of our noses. “What now, Lord?” we ask. 

The Lord tells us as he did Thomas. “I am the way, and the truth, and the life.” 

Trust me. Trust life. Trust the Father. These challenging words are not easily 

broken open. A reflective life teaches us their meaning. Trust is not something 

taken lightly. When we trust someone, we give them an unretractable part of our 

heart. It is a solemn thing. It calls for the very best in all of us. It hurts when 

someone breaks a trust and all of us have been there to feel the hurt, know the 

humiliation. Still, God asks us to trust. That calls for us to see with a different lens 

– lens not in common use. The word “believe” from its root means “to give one’s 

heart to.” 

There is only one thing worse than being wrong – and that’s being without 

God. God can be trusted. He is persistent, present, available and safe. God is 

always at the doorstep of our hearts, waiting for us with open arms. We are the 

ones who doubt, who hesitate, who put God on hold, who stay unnecessarily in 

the shallow side of the pool or who chose to live in the dark.  

What do we choose? Remember, God became human that we might 

become Divine. As we celebrate Ascension Sunday, ask yourself: Can I trust in 

God’s grace? 

At the same time, we are all feeling stressed, tired and scared regarding this 

Coronavirus. People losing jobs and many families wondering how the bills will 

get paid. People losing loved ones to COVID-19. The following may provide some 

comfort during these very difficult days.  

Shusako Endo is a Japanese writer, most famous for his novel, The Silence, 

which became an award-winning movie. However, Endo wrote another book, The 



Life of Jesus, published in English in 1978. He had a particular “take” on the life of 

Jesus. I thought about one of his quotes as fitting for reflection today:  

“One was here before me, vulnerable, weak. And that one is still here, 

bearing with me, sharing with me. That one remains with me in my 

suffering, pain, loss: he went through this, too, for me. I am loved, 

irrespective of what is happening to me.  

I no longer have only to believe in God’s love in the midst of my suffering. 

These ills will some day pass away and God will embrace me in pure beauty, 

peace and joy. But meanwhile, now, here in the midst of them, God is 

loving me. The face I see is the face of God turned toward me. That hand I 

feel on mine is also God’s hand. 

The suffering Jesus underwent is God’s suffering, the suffering of ‘the God 

of love who comes himself to experience the sorrows of (human) kind.’ The 

suffering I myself experience, then, is not punishment, but love; not 

abandonment, but a very special and deep presence. Out of what I may call 

silence, I hear him speaking. What he says is: ‘I am here with you, as 

burden-bearer, as eternal companion.’” 

 

We do not walk alone. The Lord is with us. May we always (especially now) take 

comfort in God wrapping His arms around us. And always remember – No matter 

how many steps we take away from God – it only takes one step to get back to 

God.  

 

          Walking with you,  

     Fr. Greg  

 

P.S. A blessed Memorial Day weekend to everyone. May we pray for all those who 

died in wars throughout the world.  

 

 



 

“The more I think about it, the quarantine has turned 

us into dogs. We roam the house all day looking for 

food. We are told ‘no’ if we get too close to strangers. 

And we get really excited about car rides.”  


